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Abstract—In the rapid development of wireless communica-
tions Femtocells provide tremendous improvement in coverage
and quality of service for users. Macro-Femto based networks
are envisioned to be the de-facto solution for providing ultra-
high speed communications in next generation mobile wireless
networks. This paper studies two-tier Macro-Femto networks
and proposes a collection of novel technologies to address the
interference problems. First, a novel user association scheme
is proposed that aims to optimize the load among Femto base
stations (FBSs). Second, a near-optimal ergodic search algorithm
is proposed to regulate the power consumption at Macro base
stations (MBSs) and improve energy efficiency. Third, a channel
access mechanism is proposed for FBSs that aims to minimize
inter-tier interference. For the proposed system, CDF of SINR is
derived and used for performance investigation. Simulation re-
sults show that the proposed system can significantly outperform
a popular, conventional cognitive radio based system for all the
considered simulation scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

The telecommunication industry has seen an explosion
in a variety of applications and services; such as network
gaming, video streaming and social networking as now a days
these have become part of peoples’ life. Consequently, the
amount of mobile devices, the request for data rates and data
traffic are continuously increasing. Globally each year, the
amount of mobile broadband subscribers is rising by about 25
percent, and it is predicted to be 7.7 billion by 2021 [1] and
mobile data to be 351 exabytes by 2025 [2]. Future wireless
networks need to be able to convey much more data (the fifth
generation (5G) networks are predicted to convey 1000 times
the volume of mobile data compared to the fourth genera-
tion (4G) networks) in order to accommodate such number
of users with very large data communication requirements
channel capacity should be increased drastically. Increasing
communication channel bandwidth and signal quality are the
two important and desirable properties to improve the channel
capacity. The radio frequency spectrum has always been a
scarce resource for wireless communication due to being a
limited natural resource that can not be fabricated [3]. Thus

there has been a lot of research to increase the communica-
tion’s signal quality. Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO),
Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS), Device-to-Device (D2D),
Cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RAN) and Non-orthogonal
Multiple Access (NOMA) are interesting concepts for 5G
and beyond networks that aim to improve signal quality [2].
Another interesting concept that can significantly increase the
signal quality is the use of Femtocells [4] . It has been
observed that Macrocells alone could not provide the quality of
service (QoS) to the indoor user due to the signal’s inefficiency
to penetrate through the walls. Femtocells are low power
base station that converts the centralized cellular networks
into distributed networks, typically used for indoor or at the
cell edge communication. These can also be understood as a
subset of the small cell concept, in which around 4-16 mobile
devices can be connected for simultaneous communication.
Besides bringing the antenna closer to the user to improve the
signal quality, Femtocell can be easily integrated with other
interesting signal processing mechanism, such as MIMO, C-
RAN and NOMA for even better signal quality. This is another
important advantage of Femtocell that makes it an interesting
open research topic for 5G and beyond networks. Hence this
paper studies Femtocell based networks with their specific
properties and related new research dimensions.

The access point of femtocell is known as femto access
point (FAP) [5]. It improves coverage, QoS and reduces battery
drain due to short range transmissions [6]. FAP is termed
as Home Node B (HNB) in 3G and it is also termed as
Home Evolved Node B (HeNB) in Long Term Evolution
(LTE) and widely deployed in today’s networks. Also it is
expected that in 5G, small cells will be employed as primary
access points. Femtocells are a strong candidate for small cell
deployments in 5G and beyond networks. 5G technologies
need to provide highly improved communication data rates
and low latency. This paper investigates the opportunity of
offloading to Femtocells via user association rules to meet
these requirements of future networks. It also articulates on
computing the communications efficiency of two-tier networks
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by means of cumulative distribution function (CDF) of users’
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:
• a novel user association scheme is proposed that opti-

mizes the load among Femto base stations (FBSs) with
the goal of improving achieved capacity.

• a near-optimal ergodic search algorithm is developed to
regulate the power consumption at Macro base stations
(MBSs) and improve energy efficiency by turning-off
MBSs whose load can be transferred to FBSs in accor-
dance with the optimization constraints.

• a channel access mechanism for FBS is developed to
minimize inter-tier interference by exploiting available
channels in a cognitive and opportunistic way.

• the probability mass function (PMF) of a Macro-Femto
network with the proposed scheme is derived for per-
formance analysis. Further, the CDF of used channels
is obtained from the PMF and then overall CDF of the
network is established by using conditional CDF (CCDF)
of SINR and PMF of the used channels. Finally, the
performance comparison is done between the proposed
and popular existing schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
related works are discussed. The system model is provided in
section III, where we describe and analyze the proposed user
association rule based scheme and channel access operation of
the Femtocells, respectively. Further, the power control scheme
proposed to regulate power consumption at MBSs is given in
section III-B. Section IV presents the results and discussion of
the proposed scheme, and the conclusion is finally presented
in section V. The key notations and their descriptions used in
this paper are listed in Table I.

II. RELATED WORKS

In 2016, 3GPP standardized the C-V2X (Cellular Vehicle
to Everything) [7] to meet the increasing communication
needs of the automotive industry. The intelligent services,
such as cooperative collision warning and autonomous driving,
can only be enabled through reliable communication of data
collected by vehicles and roadside infrastructure. Femtocells
are proposed as a candidate to provide this reliable wireless
communications infrastructure for C-V2X standard [8]. A per-
formance comparison for downlink transmissions at a vehicu-
lar network containing only MBS and MBS with mobile FBS
has been done by [9], [10]. It has been shown that employing
FBSs can significantly improve average end-to-end delay and
throughput, as well as energy efficiency. Further, a multi-
objective optimization problem has been developed by [11]
for uplink transmissions at a two-tier Macro-Femto network
with mobile end-users. The access control, resource allocation
and power management stages are optimized through a multi-
stage decision making process. Significant improvement at
system throughput and end-user QoS satisfaction has been
shown compared to Macro-only networks. Thus Femtocells are
a timely and important research topic and require much more
research to show their potential performance gain in downlink
and uplink transmissions.

Table I: List of symbols

Symbol Description
Φ Independent spatial Poisson point process (PPP)

distribution
λ FBS density per unit area
rm Radius for a circular region of network service
R2 Area of the network service
Pf FBS transmit power
Pm MBS transmit power
h Small scale fading (SSF) coefficients of the chan-

nel
α Path loss exponent
N0 Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
B Bandwidth of the system
Mon Set of turned on BSs
Nf Number of active UEs
ξ Design metric in regard to the regulated power

consumption at MBS
$ Traffic load density
δi = 0 Energy efficiency decider for idle and active states
η Network load density
Ψ Degree of load balancing
νi BS density vector
q Probability vector
γ Signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
C Shannon capacity
γth Channel detection threshold
Ω The separation of a user from its linked BS
PΩ The existence probability of the BSs in the distance

D in the context of Ω
FΩ(D) Cummulative distribution function (CDF) in the

context of Ω and D
fΩ(Ω) Probability density function (PDF) of Ω
P Coverage probability
PX Probability mass function (PMF) for the random

variable X
FX CDF for the random variable X
fγ(γ) Conditional CDF (CCDF) of SINR using PDF of

Ω
F Overall CDF of the network using the PMF of the

utilised channels and CCDF of SINR for a user

Interference management is a crucial aspect in two-tier
Macro-Femto networks, since co-tier and inter-tier interference
may become a performance limiting factor if not properly
dealt with [12], [13]. A cognitive radio (CR) based resource
allocation scheme has been proposed by [14] that is shown
to maximize the Femtocell throughput by minimizing inter-
tier interference. In [15] a cooperative game theory based
approach is taken to minimize interference in cooperative
Femtocell networks [16]. It has been shown that throughput,
fairness, spectrum spatial reuse and energy efficiency has been
improved with the minimization of interference. A particle-
swarm optimization (PSO) based resource allocation algorithm
has been proposed by [17] for interference minimization.
When PSO is applied together with iterative waterfilling
algorithm, the best results were obtained. Therefore there
are many interesting researches proposed for interference
management in two-tier Macro-Femto networks with still room
for improvement [18]–[20].

Another important design aspect that is unique to two-tier
Macro-Femto networks is the type of access mode employed
by the Femtocell tier [21]. Femtocell can be implemented in
three different access modes classified on the basis of access
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Figure 1: The illustrations of (a) a conventional two-tier Macro-Femtocell network and (b) the proposed system (Fig. 1b).

control, such as open access mode which allows all the users
within the vicinity of Femto network to use the femtocell.
This mode suffers from increased number of handovers and
associated signaling overheads. Closed access mode which
allows only predefined users to access the femtocell, the
inter-tier interference is the major disadvantage of this mode.
And hybrid access mode is a combination of both open and
closed access modes [22]. The selection of the appropriate
access mode plays an important factor at the network per-
formance. An interference coordination algorithm based on
access control in Macro-Femto networks has been proposed
by [23]. It has been shown that interference coordination ap-
proach operated in hybrid access mode achieved better system
performance than closed access mode. [24] considered the
uplink transmissions with hybrid access mode and proposed
a multilevel optimization method for access control, resource
allocation and power management. The results demonstrate
significant improvement in system utility compared to exist-
ing methods. Another interesting method that demonstrated
promising results with various type of access modes is the

Fraction Frequency Reuse (FFR) [25], [26]. A cell sizing
based energy optimization method has been proposed for
Macro-Femto networks in open access mode by [27]. The
results demonstrated improved energy efficiency and interfer-
ence coordination with the proposed scheme. [28] proposed
an interesting power control scheme for blockchain-based
femtocell networks. Simulation results show that the proposed
scheme improves data transmission rate and guarantees the
delay requirement for mobile applications. Other interesting
researches in radio resource management (RRM) for Femtocell
are [29]–[31].

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROPOSED APPROACH

A list of symbols used in the paper is given by Table I. The
proposed system model is comprised of a MBS facilitating
network services for a circular region of radius rm and area
R2, and a set of FBSs that are deployed by an independent
spatial Poisson point process (PPP) distribution, Φ with density
per unit area given as λ. Thus, mean number of FBSs can be
assumed as M = λ×R2. In the context of load balancing the
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most important parameter is the traffic load density, denoted
by $ which can be defined as the packet transfer rate per unit
area subject to packet sizes being independently distributed
with unity mean. $ at location X is finite for X ∈ R2.
This certainly signifies a great deal of liability to vary in
spatial traffic and perhaps big packet sizes. Hence, network
load density, denoted by η, can be defined as the ratio of $
to Shannon capacity C. η 1 signifies the time taken by $ to
reach receiver at location X from the ith BS.

The SINR, at location Xk for the kth user equipment (UE)
with respect to the ith FBS that is ri distance from the origin,
can be expressed by:

γi,k =
Pfhi,k|ri −Xk|−α∑

j∈Ψf
Pfhj,k|rj −Xk|−α

+
∑
g∈Ψm

Pmhg,k|rg −Xk|−α +N0

, (1)

where Pf and Pm are the transmit power from the Femtocell
and Macrocell respectively, hi,k2, hj,k and hg,k represent small
scale fading (SSF) coefficients of the channel between ith

FBS and kth UE, between interfering jth FBS and kth UE,
and between gth MBS and kth UE respectively; |ri−Xk|−α,
|rj −Xk|−α and |rg −Xk|−α represent large scale path loss
(LSPL) between ith FBS and kth UE, between interfering
jth FBS and kth UE, and between interfering gth MBS and
kth UE respectively, where the path loss exponent α > 2;
If =

∑
j∈Ψf

Pfhj,k|rj−Xk|−α indicates co-tier interference
generated due to other FBSs (i.e., j 6= i) for communicating
on the same resource block group (RBG) allotted to sth

UE, Im =
∑
g∈Ψm

Pmhg,k|rg − Xk|−α indicates inter-tier
interference generated due to the MBSs for communicating on
the same RBG allotted to kth UE and N0 stands for Additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and its normalized value is
equal to 1.

A signal of quasi-stationary nature is principally processed
in short time frames. This duration is known as a segment
when computing SINR of the user. Therefore, the average
SINR can be expressed as [36],

γavg = 10 log2

(
1

Ts

Ts−1∑
a=0

∑Nf
k=1 ŝ

2
a,k∑Nf

k=1(Î2
f,a,k + Î2

m,a,k + n̂2
o,a,k)

)
,

(2)
where ŝ2

a,k, Î
2
f,a,k, Î

2
m,a,k, and n̂2

o,a,k are used to denote
the estimated received signal, co and cross-tier interference
and AWGN for the kth user, respectively. Ts denotes the
total number of segments in regard to the signal processing
duration.

By Shannon capacity3 formula, we can express the trans-
mission rate of the system as,

1

arg mini∈M ηi = arg mini∈M

(
$
C

)
is finite.

2

h follows an exponential distribution with mean 1
µ

which implies h ∼ exp(µ)
3

C is location dependent and it has also slow fading effect.

C = B

Mon∑
i=1

Nf∑
k=1

log2(1 + γi,k), (3)

where B represents the bandwidth of the system, Mon repre-
sents the set of turned on BSs, Nf represents number of active
UEs.

In order to address problem formulation, we consider a
function, denoted by qi, to find the possibility that a data
transmission at location X is linked with the ith BS. The
set F (Mon) of the attainable BS density ν = {ν1, · · · ν|M |}
with the corresponding probability vector q = {q1, · · · q|M |}
for Mon ⊆M can be expressed as below,

F (Mon) = {ν|νi =

∫
R2

ηiqidx},∀i ∈Mon, (4)

Subject to: 0 ≤ qi ≤ 1,∀i ∈Mon,∀x ∈ R2,
∑Mon

i=1 qi = 1.

Lemma 1: The attainable set F (Mon) is a convex set.
Proof: Assume two BS density vectors ν1

i ∈ F (Mon) and
ν2
i ∈ F (Mon), ν1

i 6= ν2
i . Now their corresponding probability

vectors can be given as follows: q1
i = {q1

1 , · · · q1
|Mon|} and

q2
i = {q2

1 , · · · q2
|Mon|}, which imply ν1

i =
∫
ηiq

1
i dX and ν2

i =∫
ηiq

2
i dX ∀i ∈Mon. With the consideration of νi as a convex

function of ν1
i and ν2

i for ϑ ∈ [0, 1],νi can be expressed as:
νi = Φν1

i + (1− Φ)ν2
i =

∫
ηi[ϑq

1
i + (1− ϑ)q2

i ]dX and ∀i ∈
Mon. Therefore, qi = ϑq1

i +(1−ϑ)q2
i obeys (3), which implies

ν is attainable and F (Mon) is a convex set respectively.
The illustrations of a conventional system and the proposed

system are given in figure 1. The proposed system have three
main building blocks as the user association scheme, ergodic
search algorithm for MBS power regulation and channel
access mechanism for Femtocells. Detailed explanation of
these building blocks are provided at the rest of this section.

A. User Association Rules and Optimum Attainable FBS load:

The problem formulation of attainable FBS load from the
network and UEs’ perspective can be given by,

φ(ν,Mon) =
∑
i

2νi − (νi − 1)1−Ψ, (5)

where Ψ is the metric considered to decide degree of load
balancing.

Above (5) gives us insight from the networks and users
of perspective. Now, an arbitrarily chosen user with location
X ∈ R2 will receive service from ith FBS, if and only if the
following is true,

i = arg max
i∈M

CηΨ
i , ∀X ∈ R2. (6)

Based on the value of Ψ, we classified the user association
rules into the following cases:
• Case I: At Ψ = 0, the association rule is completely

referring to the user’s perspective. This signifies that the
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decision at this point can be made on the SINR level
or capacity level with the optimum attainable FBS load
equals to

∑
i(νi + 1).

• Case II: At Ψ = 1, the user association rule is slowly
but surely moving toward network perspective with the
increase of Ψ . This is ensuring purely traffic load level
operation with the optimum attainable FBS load equals
to
∑
i 2νi.

• Case III: For Ψ ≥ 2, (5) is performing the operation at
network load density level. With further increase of Ψ
from 1, it can be noticed that the operation shifts more
toward network load density perspective from traffic load
perspective.

B. Regulated power consumption at MBS:

MBSs usually consume high energy at the receiver end
regardless of offered loads. In this consequence, the design
metric refers to the ratio of an ongoing consumed power of
operating a MBS to the total power,

ξ =
δiPmaxi

[δiPmaxi + (1− δi)Pmaxi ]
, (7)

where Pmaxi denotes the highest regulated power of ith

MBS while it is entirely exploited. The feature of no power
consumption, i.e. δi = 0, in the idle state helps to achieve
large energy savings at MBS and slowly increases its power
consumption level with the increase in its state of the activity.
Hence, it is certainly essential to turn off MBSs with less
activity jointly with power-efficient UE connection. In this
part of the work, we introduce algorithms that improve the
energy efficiency (EE) by effectively dealing with the MBS
functioning problem ascertaining the cardinality of a BS set
that can be disabled.
UE Connection problem (P-UC): For a provided set of
enabled MBSs, denoted by Mon, the P-UC can be expressed
as,

X (Mon) = min
ν∈F(Mon)

φ(ν,Mon) +
∑
Mon

(1− δi)Pmaxi . (8)

The above equation is the optimum condition for underlying
UE connection.
MBS functioning problem (P-MF): For a provided set of
enabled MBSs, denoted by Mon, the P-UC can be expressed
as,

min
Mon⊆M

X (Mon) +
∑

i=Mon

δiPmaxi , (9)

where, F (Mon) denotes a set for viable load ν =
{ν1, · · · , ν|M |} while the set of enabled MBS is Mon ⊆M .

Remarks: Conflict of interest may occur between (P-UC)
and (P-MF). On one side, (P-UC) attempts to enhance the
performance level of φ(ν,Mon) by releasing the traffic load.
On the other side, (P-MF) attempts to articulate on fixing
the traffic load to be a subset of Mon in order to minimize∑
i=Mon

δiPmaxi .

(8) is an objective function and its response with ν is a
continuous convex function for constant Mon, whereas it is
turn into a discrete non-convex function for variable Mon.
Therefore, MBS functioning on regulated power consumption
is a challenging case study with O(2M ) combinatorial anal-
ysis, this makes it computationally hard in a high degree to
discover an optimum value using brute-force method for a
large number of MBSs [32], [33]. This invokes us to introduce
algorithms that follow the problem-solving ergodic search
(PSES) of making the locally optimal choice at each stage
with the intent of finding a global optimum, as follows

PSES-ON algorithm

1.Initialize: Mon = M
2. while Mon = M do
3. Compute:
WPSES(on)(j) = X (Mon)−X (Mon∪j)

δiPmaxi
, ∀M /Mon

4.Determine MBS:
j∗ = arg maxj∈M/Mon

{WPSES(on)(j)}
5.if WPSES(on)(j

∗) > 1, then
6.Mon ←Mon ∪ j∗
7. end if
8. end while

PSES-OFF algorithm

1.Initialize: Mon = M
2. while Mon = M do
3. Compute:
WPSES(off)(j) = X (Mon j)−X (Mon)

δiPmaxi
, ∀j ∈Mon

4.Determine MBS:
j∗ = arg minj∈Mon

{WPSES(off)(j)}
5.if WPSES(off)(j

∗) < 1, then
6.Mon ←M − j∗
7. end if
8. end while

Here, we have considered a parameter WPSES(on)(j) which
indicates the on-state advantage for the constant consumed
power by MBS j. The PSES-ON algorithm begins with
starting set of MBS, i.e., M , and determine the optimum
number of disabled MBS through iterative search to have the
maximum WPSES(on) (step 4). Thereafter, it chooses the MBS
that has obtained in the previous step and append to the list of
MBS to turn it on subject to the criterion WPSES(on)(j

∗) > 1,
else exit.

C. Channel Access Mechanism by Femtocells:

An FBS denoted by Fi ∈ εf , where εf is the set of
available FBSs in the system, can be capable of accessing a
channel denoted by ni ∈ n, where n is the set of subchannels
available in the system, if and only if the received power at
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P{nused = y||nm1
∪ nm2

∪ nm3
| = j, j ≤ y, |ns| = 4} =

y∑
b=y−j

P{|nm4
| = b}

(
b

b−(y−j)
)( j

|n|

)b−(y−j)(
1− j

|n|

)(y−j)

(10)

P{nused = y||ns| = 4} =

y∑
j=0

Λ3(y)

y∑
b=y−j

P{|nm4
| = b}

(
b

b−(y−j)
)( j

|n|

)b−(y−j)(
1− j

|n|

)(y−j)

(11)

where, Λ3(y) = P{nused = y||ns| = 3} =

y∑
j=0

Λ2(y)

y∑
b=y−j

P{|nm3 | = b}
(

b
b−(y−j)

)( j

|n|

)b−(y−j)(
1− j

|n|

)(y−j)

and, Λ2(y) = P{nused = y||ns| = 2} =

y∑
j=0

P{|nm1
| = j}

y∑
b=y−j

P{|nm2
| = b}

(
b

b−(y−j)
)( j

|n|

)b−(y−j)(
1− j

|n|

)(y−j)

Fi from transmitter MBS denoted by Mi ∈ εm, where εm
is the set of available MBSs in the system, is higher than
the channel detection threshold denoted by γth subject to
the assumption that all the FBSs are cognitive in nature and
performing opportunistic channel access. The channel access
operation is performed with the assumption that Fi should not
reutilize the channel which is already utilized by Mi, where
Mi specifically belong to the adjacent MBSs of Fi. As γth
is becoming a design metric to develop a coexisting network
model of FBSs with MBSs, the susceptibility of the network
model in spatial domain gets higher with the decrease of γth
which in turn produces a small inter-tier interference and helps
in the execution of dynamic reutilization of spatial spectrum,
likewise it has reverse effect with the increase of γth.

Let, |ns| ∼ (λ) , where λ = πρmbs

(
Pm

µmγth

)( 2
α )

Γ(1 + 2
α ),

|.| indicates number of elements of the set, ρmbs denotes
MBS density, channel gain between a user and an MBS is
exponentially distributed with mean 1

µm
. If nft denotes a

set of channels utilised by Fi at a certain time instant, then:
nft = n

(∪mt∈nstnmt )
, where nst = Mj |Pmhmj ||Fi −Mj ||−α

indicates set of adjacent MBSs to Fi and hmj denotes channel
gain between a user and an MBS at jth channel.

Lemma 2: If nused denotes the number of utilised channels
out of |n| available channels within the channel detection
region of a referenced FBS positioned at Fi ∈ R2, then its
probability mass function (PMF) can be expressed by (10)
and (11), respectively.

P{nused = y} = A{y = 0}P{|ns| = 0}

+

∞∑
a=1

P{|ns| = a}Λn(y), 0 ≤ y ≤ |n|;

where A{y = 0} is a binary indicator that
produces 1 if the condition is satisfied, else 0;
Λn(y) =

∑y
j=0 Λ(n−1)(j)

∑y
z=y−j P{Xpu =

z}w(z, z− (y− j), j
|n| ), where w(a, b, c) =

(
a
b

)
cb(1− c)(a−b)

and Λ1(j) = P{Xpu = j}
Proof: Here, an objective is to establish PMF on the

distribution of utilised channels within the channel detection
region around a referenced FBS. The utilization probability of
y channels keeping the limitation of utmost 4 MBS belonging
to the channel detection region can be expressed as in (10).
Without any limitation on the number of utilised channels
within the channel detection region, we get (11). Hence, the
lemma can be proved using the above equations. �
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Figure 2: CDF of the random variable given in the problem.

D. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) Analysis

The CDF in figure 2 illustrates the distribution of a discrete
random variable. Especially, we can determine the PMF by
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fγ(γ) = EΩ[P[γi,k ≤ γth | Ω]]

= 1− EΩ[P[γi,k > γth | Ω]]

= 1−
∫

Γ≥0

P[γi,k > γth | Ω]fΩ(Ω)dΩ

(b)
= 1−

∫
Γ≥0

P

[
Pfhi,kΩ−α∑

j∈Ψf
Pfhj,k|rj −Xk|−α +

∑
g∈Ψm

Pmhg,k|rg −Xk|−α +N0
> γth | Ω

]
2πλΩ exp(−λπΩ2)dΩ

= 1−
∫

Γ≥0

exp(−λπΩ2)P
[
hi,k > γthP

−1
f Ωα(If + Im +N0) | Ω

]
2πλΩdΩ

(c)
= 1−

∫
Γ≥0

e−(λπΩ2)e−(µγthP
−1
f ΩαN0)LIf (µγthP

−1
f Ωα)LIm(µγthP

−1
f Ωα)2πλΩdΩ

(d)
= 1−

∫
Γ≥0

2πλΩ exp

(
λπΩ2

)
exp

(
− µγthP−1

f ΩαN0)

)
exp

(
− 2πλ

[ ∫ ∞
Ω

(
1− 1

1 + sPfω
−α
f

)
ωjdωj

+

∫ ∞
Ω

(
1− 1

1 + sPmω
−α
g

)
ωgdωg

])
dΩ. (17)

determining the height of the jumps in the CDF function. On
the other side, the CDF of a discrete random variable is a
step function with left-closed and right-open intervals. With
the assumption of X = nused as the random variable for the
range RX = {n1, n2, n3, · · · } where n1 < n2 < n3 · · · ,4 the
CDF can be determined from its PMF as follows, let

FX(n) =
∑
ns≤n

PX(ns) (12)

Now,
For n < 1,FX(n) = 0.
For 1 ≤ n < 2,FX(n) = PX(1).
For 2 ≤ n < 3,FX(n) = PX(1) + PX(2).

The distance |ri−Xk| is a key parameter as it indicates the
separation of a user from its linked BS. In general most of
the users are served by the nearest BS, thus no interfering BS
can be closer than Ω = |ri − Xk|. The existence probability
of the BSs in the distance D can be expressed as [34, refer to
section 3.4],

PΩ{Ω > D} = exp(−λπD2), (13)

where D = min{|rj − Xk|, |rg − Xk|}. Therefore, the CDF
is

FΩ(D) = PΩ{Ω ≤ D} = 1− exp(−λπD2) (14)

and the probability density function (PDF) can be found as,

fΩ(Ω) =
dFΩ(Ω)

dΩ
= 2πλΩ exp(−λπΩ2), Ω ≥ 0 (15)

4

Property: For n1 ≤ n2, PX(n1 < ns ≤ n2) = FX(n2)− FX(n1).
P roof : PX(ns ≤ n2) = PX(ns ≤ n1) + PX(n1 < ns ≤ n2).
Thus,FX(n2) = FX(n1) + PX(n1 < ns ≤ n2) �

Applying user association rule on the nearest BS at Ω from
the referenced user, the coverage probability can be written
as,

P
[
hi,k > γthP

−1
f Ωα(If + Im +N0) | Ω

]
= EI

[
P
[
hi,k > γthP

−1
f Ωα(If + Im +N0) | Ω, If , Im

]]
(a)
= EI

[
P
[
exp(−µγthP−1

f Ωα(If + Im +N0)) | Ω
]]

= e−(µγthP
−1
f ΩαN0)LIf (µγthP

−1
f Ωα)LIm(µγthP

−1
f Ωα),

(16)
where (a) follows from the fact that hi,k ∼ exp(µ), LIf (.)
and LIm(.) are the Laplace transform of the cumulative co-
and inter-tier interferences, respectively, when the randomly
chosen mobile user is being served by the Femtocell.
The solution for Laplace transform of LIf (s) is given as

LIf (s) = EIf
[
e−sIf

]
= EΦ,hj

exp

−s ∑
j∈Ψf

Pfhj,k|rj −Xk|−α


= EΦ,hj

 ∏
j∈Ψf

exp
(
−sPfhj,k|rj −Xk|−α

)
(e)
= EΦ

 ∏
j∈Ψf

Ejj
[
exp

(
−sPfhj,k|rj −Xk|−α

)]
(f)
= exp

(
− 2πλ

∫ ∞
Ω

(
1−

Ej
[
exp

(
−sPfhj,kω−αj

)])
ωjdωj

)
= exp

(
− 2πλ

∫ ∞
Ω

(
1− 1

1 + sPfω
−α
f

)
ωjdωj

)
,

(18)
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where ωj = |rj − Xk|, (e) follows from the fact of in-
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d) hj,k and its fur-
ther independence from independent spatial PPP distribution
Φ, and (f) follows from the fact that E[

∏
x∈Φ f(x)] =

exp(−λ
∫
R2(1−f(x))dx) for the function f(x). By following

(1) with threshold constraint γth, the conditional CDF (CCDF)
of SINR using the PDF of Ω is presented in (17), where
(b) follows from the distribution of fΩ(Ω) given in (15),
γth indicates the threshold, If =

∑
j∈Ψf

Pfhj,k|rj −Xk|−α,
Im =

∑
g∈Ψm

Pmhg,k|rg − Xk|−α, (c) follows by substitut-
ing (16) into (17), and (d) follows by solving the Laplace
transform for LIf (s) and LIm(s), given by (18) and (19)
respectively.
Similarly, the solution for Laplace transform of LIm(s) is
given as

LIm(s) = EIm
[
e−sIm

]
= exp

(
− 2πλ

∫ ∞
Ω

(
1− 1

1 + sPmω
−α
g

)
ωgdωg

)
.

(19)
Using the PMF of the utilised channels and CCDF of SINR

for a user, overall CDF of the network can be expressed as
below,

F =
∑
n≤ns

PX(ns)fγ(γ). (20)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed schemes can be used in both low and high
SINR regions. It should be noted that instantaneous SINR
values for users given by (1) may change depending on the
dynamic channel conditions and geographical position of the
user. The average SINR region for a simulated scenario can be
calculated by (2). CDF is a critical parameter for determining
the average performance of the network. It is the probability
that the function value will lie below certain threshold. It gives
the clear picture of the number of outage users even if few
UEs get maximum SINR. Also in case of maximum number
of FBSs, the traffic on Macrocell gets minimum and number
of user in each Femtocell are reduced simultaneously. We
have considered fixed number of Femtocells that are randomly
located within a given region and UEs are also allocated within
the radius of Femtocell. The path loss is evaluated for each
UE within or outside the Femtocell coverage, if an UE is
within the Femtocell coverage region it will be considered
as a service user, i.e. user with desired signal, otherwise it
will be considered as an interfering user. Thereafter, SINR of
each UE is computed. The simulation network parameters are
given by Table II. Network bandwidth of 100 MHz is chosen
since such bandwidth can be achieved with LTE-Advance by
channel aggregation and it is envisioned that in 5G networks
Femtocells may have 100 MHz bandwidth to support ultra
high-speed communications [35].

Figure 3 compares the CDF of SINR performance for
a popular cognitive radio based resource allocation scheme
developed by [13] and the proposed scheme with various
radius of Femtocells. It can be seen from the figure that
the proposed scheme outperforms [13] for all the considered

Table II: Network Parameters

Parameter Value
Network bandwidth 100 MHz
Sub-channels 512
MBS Tx power (max.) 43dBm
FBS Tx power 20dBm (max.)

and 0dBm (min.)
Macro cell radius 1000m
Femto cell radius <100m
Antenna pattern for BS of macrocell
and femtocell

Omnidirectional

External walls, Wex 15dB
Internal walls, Win 10dB
Macrocell Path Loss 128.1 +

37.6log 10(rm)+
Wex +Win
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[13]

Figure 3: CDF vs SINR for different radius of femtocell with
UE=1 in each femtocell.

Femtocell radius. This is due to the ergodic search algorithm
developed to regulate power at MBSs to minimize inter-
tier interference from Macro-to-Femto tier. For the proposed
scheme, the performance increases as the radius increase since
more users can be associated with Femtocells and accordingly
more MBSs can be turned-off.
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[13]

Figure 4: CDF vs SINR for different number of UEs in each
femtocell of radius=10.
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Figure 5: CDF vs SINR for different number of FBSs in the
networks.

Figure 4 compares the CDF of SINR performance for
[13] and the proposed scheme when the number of users in
each Femtocell increases. This is an interesting performance
metric since 5G and beyond networks are expected to have
many users connected to Femtocells. The proposed scheme
demonstrated significantly better performance compared to
[13] for all the considered scenarios.

Figure 5 compares the CDF of SINR performance for [13]
and the proposed scheme for various number of FBS. It can
be seen from the figure that the proposed scheme outperforms
[13] for all the considered cases. The performance of proposed
scheme increases as the number of FBSs increases. This
is due to the benefit of the proposed user association rule
that associates users with best possible FBS to maximize the
capacity and help to minimize co-tier interference.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper studies two-tier Macro-Femto networks and
proposes a collection of novel technologies to address the
interference problems. First, a novel user association scheme
is proposed that aims to optimize the load among FBSs and
improve achievable capacity. Second, a near-optimal ergodic
search algorithm is proposed to regulate the power consump-
tion at MBSs. The aim of the algorithm is to improve energy
efficiency by turning-off MBSs whose load can be transferred
to FBSs in accordance with the optimization constraints.
Third, a channel access mechanism is proposed for FBSs
that aims to minimize inter-tier interference by exploiting
available channels in a cognitive and opportunistic way. For
the proposed system, CDF of SINR is derived and used for
performance investigation. It has been shown that the proposed
system can significantly outperform a popular, conventional
cognitive radio based system for all the considered simulation
scenarios.
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